FROM THE EXECUTIVE TEAM

Dear friends and supporters,

Though the adage is worn, Do Good Multnomah has truly been navigating “unprecedented times,” like many other companies and non-profits. Even a simple trip across Portland will quickly reveal how much our city has changed since 2019. Similarly, Do Good has changed and grown to meet the needs of our larger community. This Impact Report offers us the opportunity to reflect on where this journey has led us, to name and affirm our organizational values, and to provide focus to what we have accomplished together.

Our founder, Chris Aiosa, offered a visionary challenge to not let a single Veteran fall through the cracks in a system that had failed so many. That legacy for compassionate service for good continues to inform how we treat every participant, staff, and community collaborator. Since 2015, our organization has grown from a single space in a cozy church basement just big enough to shelter 13 veterans to 13 individual program sites. Altogether, Do Good’s programs provide community and connection for over 450 Veterans and civilians each day and night in shelters, transitional villages, and affordable housing units throughout the Portland-metro region.

Last year we set out to place 200 individuals in permanent housing; we met that goal in 367 days. That is a testament to the hard work and dedication of our Case Managers, Navigation Specialists and the participants themselves, but our work doesn’t stop once someone signs a lease and receives their keys. Ensuring an individual is successful in their new home becomes our priority. This is where supportive services step in.

In December of 2021, Do Good opened our latest Permanent Supportive Housing project: Findley Commons. With the partnership of Home First Development, we created 35 units of affordable housing intentionally developed for the Veterans who would be living there. From the paint color scheme to the room layout, every choice was made with a trauma-informed lens. Do Good firmly believes that housing is a human right, and Findley Commons is another step forward that makes this statement a reality.

In 2021-2022, Do Good made an intentional choice to invest in a year-long engagement to continue to grow Do Good in the critical work of diversity, equity, inclusion and anti-racism. This work was challenging; it shined a light on many areas where we must aim to do better, but ultimately reaffirmed our core identity as a robust, aware, human-centered, and relationship-focused organization that provides houseless Veterans a stable and secure life. The Do Good Multnomah Executive Team and all of our staff are committed to continue this work by identifying and un-learning the ways we individually and collectively participate in and uphold systems of oppression, with the goal of doing less harm, and more good along the way.

Despite the realities of the pandemic and despite the ever-growing housing crisis in our city, our mission remains the same. Thank you to our staff, supporters, and community partners, who have come alongside Do Good to ensure every Veteran has the chance to have their own keys to their own home in their own name.

Sincerely,

The Do Good Executive Team
OUR MISSION

Do Good Multnomah supports Veteran-centered communities that inspire dignity, sustainability, and purpose.

WHY PORTLAND NEEDS US

The houselessness epidemic in our city demands attention. We have been in a “state of emergency” regarding houselessness for more than 7 years. Since 2021, rents in Portland have climbed roughly 40%.

Within that reality, Veterans are considered highly vulnerable, and are 2-3.5x more likely to experience houselessness than other U.S. citizens. The factors range from availability of & qualifications for services, health & mental health, socioeconomic demographics, and many more. Data suggests that as of March 2021, there are still 37,252 Houseless Veterans in the U.S., with those numbers increasing due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the end of eviction moratoriums.

WHAT WE DO

Do Good partners with the community to provide low-barrier shelter and Permanent Supportive Housing to Veterans and civilians in the Portland Metro area. We emphasize relationship-building, one-on-one engagement, supportive services, and direct community participation.

While we are committed to providing individuals with a safe, warm place to stay for the night, we are equally interested in forging meaningful relationships with them.

We strongly believe that housing is a human right, and we are passionate about providing relevant, useful, and responsive support services to our residents as they work through significant barriers to achieving and retaining housing.

THE CHALLENGE

Houselessness is up 55% since 2019 in the Portland metro area

14,400+ people in Oregon are unhoused on any given night

Oregon is ranked the 4th Worst for Veteran houselessness

In Oregon, there are currently around 1,400+ Houseless Veterans

Veterans are over-represented among the unhoused

7% of the national population has served in the military

15% of adults in homeless shelters are Veterans
DOING OUR PART TO
END HOMELESSNESS
IN PORTLAND

Resource Navigation
Peer Support
Rent Assistance
Veteran Services
Meals & Food Pantry
Mental Health Care
Housing Retention
Identity Documentation
Life Skills & Enrichment
Clothing & Personal Hygiene
Public Transit Passes
Emergency Response
Personal Finance Education

DOES DO GOOD ONLY
SERVE VETERANS?

Do Good opened on Veterans Day 2015, where we welcomed 13 male-identifying Veterans into a church basement in Downtown Portland. Our early years were exclusively focused on providing shelter, community-building, and housing navigation for Veterans.

Today, Do Good remains Veteran-prioritized and Veteran-preference. But we also recognize that the need in Portland is too great to not try to do as much good as we can. It is the tradition of Veteran culture to step up and answer the call when asked to serve. Today, in collaboration with community partners and local government agencies, we use the tactics and expertise gained from serving Veterans in our early years to make an impact on both Veteran and civilians alike.

“When I moved into my permanent housing at Do Good, and I received my keys to my front door... all of a sudden it hit me: there wasn’t anyone else’s name on the lease. I wasn’t going to have to leave some time. It was all mine. I can do my own laundry. I can make dinner in my own kitchen. It feels really good to be alive.”

— Jeff, U.S. Navy Veteran
OUR PROGRAMMING

Each journey from homelessness to housing is unique. Do Good specializes in identifying an individual’s barriers to housing and providing both resources and relational support as we walk alongside them as they work towards permanent housing. Our programs become a safe and secure place for unhoused individuals to live as they collaborate with our staff on an individualized plan to overcome their unique barriers to housing. We offer a variety of shelter and housing options that meet an individual wherever they are on their housing journey and set them up for success.

**Congregate Shelter**: Do Good currently offers two congregate shelters, both with a Veteran preference. We serve around 200 individuals in these shelters on any given night. These spaces serve as “the front door” to Do Good, and where most participants enter into our care before transitioning to housing or one of options below. Each participant has access to the Do Good Resource Center for clothing and personal hygiene products, receives meals, access to public transit passes, phone and computer access, recreation and community events. Individuals receive consistent, personalized case management and works with their Navigation Specialist to identify & prioritize goals towards housing.

**Motel Shelters**: We operate four motel shelters, which were born from a need for socially distanced shelter during the COVID-19 pandemic. Today, they’ve evolved in a long-term and very successful model for alternative sheltering. Studies show that motel sheltering improves the health and wellness of participants, as well as the ability to focus on housing goals, and leads to higher exits to permanent housing.

**Transitional Housing** is a supportive, temporary housing model that serves as bridge from houselessness to permanent housing. Do Good’s transitional communities are tiny home villages which allow participants to build responsible independence within their own personal space, while offering opportunities to connect with community. Participants have up to 24 months to address their barriers and experience what it means to be a good neighbor and tenant. Currently, we operate Veterans Village in Clackamas County, which serves 24 Veterans, and St. Johns Village in North Portland, which serves 19 individuals.

**Permanent Supportive Housing** includes support services on-site, aimed at assisting residents in maintaining housing and building community. Each resident has a lease to their unit and pays rent. Do Good provides support services at three Veteran-centered Permanent Supportive Housing communities: Findley Commons (35 units), The Breitung Building (28 Veterans) and Clayton Mohr Commons (24 Veteran households)

**Mobile Supportive Services (MSS) program** is designed to support individuals who have recently moved from Do Good’s shelters into permanent housing. First, our Navigation Specialists place a participant in permanent housing. Then, our MSS experts—a coordinated team of Social Workers, Peer Supports, Housing Retention Specialists and Housing Access Coordinators—walk alongside the new residents and empower them to keep their housing and continue working towards success in their goals. This “scattered site” approach continues the relationship with Do Good and provides a continuity of support even after they leave our programs.

Additionally, Do Good collaborates with the county to staff Emergency & Severe Weather Shelters during intense weather events such as snow storms and heat waves.
HIGHLIGHTS FROM THIS FISCAL YEAR

111,325+ meals provided

199 individuals moved into permanent housing

$2.3 million saved to Oregon tax payers through 3 PSH programs and 2 transitional villages

93% of residents placed in PSH are still housed one year later

36,504 hours of housing navigation & case management services

126,175 shelter nights (total beds filled each night for this year)

3,943 personal hygiene and self care items distributed

12,365 public transit passes provided for job interviews, medical appointments, & more

414 "welcome home sets" provided for individuals moving into housing

“Do Good staff provide exemplary service and leadership when it comes to creating safe shelters and building equitable housing for houseless Veterans. I’m proud to serve a great organization that brings Veterans home.”

— Ankur Dholakia, U.S. Army Veteran
Do Good Board President
Shelter is an essential step to solving houselessness. It gets individuals off the street, helps protect their belongings, and at Do Good, provides access to meals, personal care & clothing items, community building, and support services.

But shelter is for emergency—the emergency of a homelessness epidemic—and it is only the first step in the process, not the end goal. The real work of Do Good, after meeting the basic need of shelter, is to provide care, support, and housing navigation services as our participants overcome their barriers and obtain their own permanent housing where they can thrive.

We have a homelessness crisis in Portland. While we will continue to operate shelters, we do so with the purpose of walking alongside individuals as they overcome their barriers, and connecting them to affordable housing that meets their needs, wants, and find tremendous permanent success.

_The only thing that solves homelessness is housing. The key to making individuals successful in housing is people._

— Gary, U.S. Army Veteran
OUR CORE VALUES

We understand that service-based relationships extend beyond merely offering housing opportunities. Our approach emphasizes the communal relationships between participants and staff, intentional personal and professional development for both participants and staff, and furthering the work of human rights and social justice by offering sustainable and accessible housing opportunities.

**Empowerment**

We support participants in their journey to self-agency by creating safe environments and relationships for growth. Our role is to identify systems of oppression that hinder all of our abilities to thrive and dismantle them as we move towards actualization and flourishing. We ensure that all participants have autonomy to make decisions that they believe will uplift their quality of life - and we work to make it happen!

**Empathy**

Do Good knows houselessness is a difficult experience to understand; we commit to hiring those who represent and are deeply experienced with the population we serve in order to provide trauma-informed care and understanding. We are charged with exemplifying graciousness and compassion toward our participants, one another, and to our communities.

**Human-Centered**

We honor the basic nature of each individual by recognizing all persons bring their "whole self" to every engagement, including their personal strengths, goals, and vulnerabilities. We engage with participants seeking with an approach specifically tailored to each individual, so that each person’s needs are recognized, valued, and met.

**Dignity**

Housing is a human right. Because we understand and recognize the outside forces of systemic oppression, we are able to look beyond the trauma, systems, and circumstances that resulted in the houselessness crisis. This allows us to connect with our participants for who they are rather than as “a number” or a mere combination of their vulnerabilities, and work together to elevate their lives.
Years ago, we stated on our website, “With utmost clarity— Do Good condemns white supremacist organizations like the Proud Boys, and any movement that seeks to undermine attention being brough to policy brutality and systemic structures of racism.” Today, we continue to stand firm in our commitment that while we may be surrounded by discrimination and bias, we reject it and have worked diligently to ensure that all people a part of the Do Good community are seen and valued. In the past year we have revamped our internal structures to mitigate the oppression that often happens within organizations due to white cis-het normative culture.

Our desire is this - to create communities of refuge, safety, and bravery for our staff, participants, and greater community. Some examples of our recent strides towards equity is the work of our IDEA (inclusion, diversity, equity, anti-racism) team, the creation and use of the equity lens in decision making, policy updates, and personnel changes. The IDEA team is comprised of diverse staff who are compensated in addition to their usual wages, for their time and emotional labor. They are represented in interviews and intentionally ask equity focused scenario questions of candidates. They are empowered to be a part of organizational policy updates and creation, and are currently working to create and implement an equity lens to ensure that in all of our decision-making we are able to produce equitable outcomes. In addition, this year, Do Good has created and facilitated over 115 hours of staff training dedicated to the growth toward Anti-Oppressive Leadership.

But there is more work to be done, simply because the work will never be done. This is the foundation that will allow us to keep taking steps for racial equity and equity for all historically marginalized groups. We thank our staff who have worked tirelessly, our leadership for their willingness to listen and improve, the encouragement from our Board of Directors, and the
Do Good Multnomah’s fiscal year 2022 runs from July 1, 2021 - June 30, 2022. This breakdown reflects reimbursement income received in July 2021 for expenses accrued in the previous fiscal year.

### SUPPORT AND REVENUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government Grants</td>
<td>$13,309,895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants &amp; Individual Donors</td>
<td>$584,429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Kind Donations</td>
<td>$571,582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investments &amp; Assets</td>
<td>$63,032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Revenue</strong></td>
<td><strong>$14,527,938</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXPENSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>$12,623,446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admin &amp; Management</td>
<td>$1,120,434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>$301,782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenses</strong></td>
<td><strong>$14,045,662</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

91.6% Government Grants
4% Grants & Individual Donors
3.9% In-Kind Donations
0.4% Investments & Assets

90% Programming
8% Admin & Management
2% Fundraising
THANK YOU TO OUR 2021-2022 SUPPORTERS

A&R Solar
Geraldine Abere
Alec Adams
Mariane Adams
Cindy Adams
Becky Adkins
Jane Agnus
Jesse Agosta
Chris Aiosa
David Aiosa
El Aiosa
Anthony & Renee Albert
Joanne Albertsen
Hannah Allen
Sylvia Allen
Morgan Amburn
Anonymous
Dylan Antovich
Jerome Ashmon
Suzanne Asmus
Jessica Atwater
Timothy Augustin
Joanne Austin
Mona Avila
Collin Babcock
Eric Bablinskas
Sanjeev Babal
Aubrie Balcik
Elizabeth Ballantyne
Mary Jo Bane
James Bane
Juventino Banuelos
Samantha Baron
Jan Barrett
Krista Basis
Daniel Bauman
McChel Baulaux
Brian Beard
Caleb Beaudin
Derek Beaudoin
Kate Beaufont
Christine Bekemeier
Norman Bengel
Kristine & Roby Bennett
Sara Berg
Stanley & Calrice
Berman
Allisa Beymer
Larry Bickett
Ken Bietschke
Jared Bigelow
Nedra Bill
Stephanie Billmyre
Laura Binam
The Blackbaud
Giving Fund
Jason Blair
John H. Block
BMO Financial Group
Carly & Ryan Boettcher
Sergio Bolaños
Cynthia Borders
Robert Bovey
Madison Bowers
Carson Bowler
Mike & Kaitlyn Boyer
Angela Bradley
Josefine Brasser
Terri Brewer
Eleonore Briones
Carolyn Brode
Julia & Caleb Bronson
David Brooks
Martha Brooks
Chester Brown
Dan Brown
Keith Brown
Rebecca Brown
Brandon Bryant
Chuz Bump
Judy Burcham-Howard
Suzanne & Gilmer Burdette
Steven Burton
Nicole Buscher
Tera Butler
Leslie Calcagno
Jennifer & Matthew Calhoun
Thomas Campbell
Deanna Cantrell
Sarah Carina
Jess Carroll
Sarah Carolus
Lynda Carter
Kristine Caskey
Desiree Catalano
Ryan Cauch
Katherine Cavanell
Sean Chavan
Jason Chen
Natasha Cherry
Suzanne Chou
David Christenson
Asa & Lynne Christiana
City of Portland
Mark Clark
Cary Clarke
Matthew Kleinman
Jennifer Cole
Howard & Dayna Collins
D. Mike Collins
Amy Collins
Noah Collins
Johnny Combat
Comcast of Oregon & SW Washington
Jessica & Ben Conn
Lawrence Conrad
Joshua Contreras
Tim Conway
Heather Cook
Alice Corbin
Roy Coulquin
Trevion Crane
Ray Crick
Michael Crozier
Betty Cruson
Sheryl Culver
Michelle Cunningham
Heather Dale
Caroline Dao
Doug Davidson
Ilene Davidson
Joshua Davis
Julie Davis
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Michelle Dawson
Miguel De Paz
Austin Deakins
Richard Deaton
Nicole DeCosta
Peter Deegan
Monette Dennis
Stanley Dennis
Bette & Patrick Denny
Mark Desbrow
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Larry Duhkoop
Pamela Dunbar
Bob Durston
Joanna Dyer
Dan Eckerson
Austin Eddy
Bryan Edginton
Ken & Ann Edwards
Benjamin Edwards
Rita Effros
John Eggers
Lindsay Eieland
Andrew Ekman
Theone Ellis
Madeline Engfeld
Alex England
Alyssa Engle
Jodi Enos
Marjorie Ensor
Joseph Eustaquio
Jeannine Evans
Deontae Evans
Michael Evans
Steve Fallon
Rebecca Farone
Nathan & Jordan Fastenau
Joanna Fenner
Fidelity Charitable
Finance of America Cares
Mike Fintel
First American
Title Insurance
The Fixin’ To
Bridget Flaherty
Richard Flamm
Joshua Fleming
Elizabeth Fletcher
Rachel Foster
Sandra Franks
Freedomroads LLC
Joshua Franks
Amy Frey
Judy Froemke
Bradley Fry
Kate Fulford
Rachael Gaffney
Greg Gallagher
Jeffrey Gallagher
Gerald Galloway
Susan & Seth Garber
Diego Garcia Rodriguez
Rick Gardner
Chelsea & Ryan Garrick
Jess Gibly
Nick Gideonese
Tom Ghiring
Tracy Ann Gill
Gene Gigorea
Andy & Amy Goebel
Kelly Gofoth
Anneke Gonsalves
Good Sam & Camping World
Brianna Goodell
James Goodhouse
Carolyn Goolsby
Steve Gotsch
Amanda Graham
Todd Greene
Cara Griffin
Maria Griglio
Karen Grounds
Thomas Gularte
Joyce Gustafson
Anna Gustavson
Michelle Guyton
Andrew Haertel
Ashley Haines
Hunter Hale
Darci Hall
Debby Hamada
Olivia & Joseph Hammerman
Sarah & Rolf Hammersborg
David & Karen Hansen
Harbor Oaks Foundation
Corey Harper
Bradley Harrington
Will Harris
Jay & Colleen Harrison
Wanda Harrison
David Hartman
Tracy Harwood
William & Elizabeth Hathaway
David Hecox
Sarah Heinisch
Steph Helt-Sheller
David Heller
James Helms
Americo Hernandez
Gina Hernandez
Mike & Lori Herr
Chester Hiatt
Stephen Maloney Hicks
Daniel Hockmann
Alexander Hofmann
Mike Hogan
Steve Hohenboken
Amanda Holland-Yang
Tom Hollenbeck
Becca Holstrom
Home First Development
Homes of NW Real Estate
Amber Horey
Kerry Horrobin
Wayne & Lois Horrness
Lisa Horness
Sheryl Horwitz
Emily Householder
Cathy & James Hovanas
Josh & Anna Hovanas
Daniel & Alicia Hovanas
Lakisha Howard
Lanie Hoy
Traci Huismann
Kim Hunt
IBM Employee Services Ctr
Steven Ikard
Lynda Ingle
Christina Iskandar
J & U Moyer Family Fund
Tyler James
Alex Jirar
Jeff Jarrett
Lindsay Jensen
Dale Johannes
Martha Johansen
George & Leslie Johnson
Jennie Johnson
Paul Johnson
Victoria Johnson
Michael Jonas
Laura & Alex Jones
Tracey Jones
Garrett Judah
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Kelly Kammerer
Taylor Kayfes
Jeremiah Kelton
Becky Kempton
Charis Kennedy
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Kate Keys
Nicholas Kilfoil
Pauline Kim
John Caleb King
Steve & Katrina Kirn
Kimberly Kitzmiller
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Robin Moodie
Scott Moore
Margaret Mortier
Sara Morton
Carl Moser
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Richard & Lynda Mounts
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Clinton Muir
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Murry Smith
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Eleanor Noring
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Kristin Olson
Karmen Olson
Deborah Olson
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The Oregon Comm. Fndtn
Colleen Osborne
Kevin Osborne
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Rob Pankow
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Joe Parks
Joan Parosa
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Jollee Patterson
Kate Patterson

Nadine Patterson
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Susan Peistrup
Orlando Perez
Nicole Perkins
Clifford Perry
Heidi Petersen
Janice Peterson
Pete’s Mountain Winery
Jeri & Carl Pfeifer
Scott Robert Phillips
Malorie Phillips
Paul Pierce
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Emily Platt
Emma Pietz
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Brent Polmueller
Elizabeth Poujade-Scott
Aron Pratt
Ben Pray
Jessica Prochniak
Professional Auto & Body & Paint
Steve Reardon
Mike Reese
Alex Reff
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Susan Rice
Kathy Richards
Forrest & Rae Richen
Carolyn Riggs
Carolyn Ritorto
Carolyn Ritter
Ethan Roebuck
Michael Rosa
Megan Rosenkranz
Caelyn & Theo Rowlett
Erika Ruber
Steve Rudman
Tom Ruks
Erin Rumsey
Karen Rush
Fern Russak
Dan Ryan
Lindsey Sablan
Samir Sacirovic
Half Salute to Veterans
Car & Motorcycle Show
Molly Salyer
Sarah Samsa
Roger Sanders
Don Santorofo
Brenda Savaria
Nick Sawyer
David Schaenman
Lane Scheideman
Jay Schmidt
Katie Schneider
Ashley Schofeld
Emma Schopf
Natalie Schranner Hayes
Amy Schultz
Will Schwarz
Lewis H. Seager & Julie S. Deitering
William Sedlar
Abby & Thomas Seemann
Margaret Shannon
Lynne Shaw De Vries
Matt Shea
Tobias Shea
Brett Sheehan
Min Shepherd
Rhonda Sherman
Joan Shireman
Tiffany Shireman
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Brian Simmons
Beverly Skinner
Catherine Skinner
Laurel Skinner
Robert Skinner
Sue Skinner
Mary Elizabeth Smith
Christopher Smith
Marshall Smith
Matthew Smith
Katie Snowbarger
Michael Sorensen
Amanda Steger
M.stevens Stevens
Ben Stoken
Susan Stratton
Chris Streight
Jennifer Strickland & Shawn Hiniker
Jessica Stringham
Jeff Supcher
Katherine Suri
Mollie & Richard Swift
Synopsys Inc.
Julee Tappero
Linh Thai
The Mission Continues
John Thayer
Kristy & Mike Thayer
The Thayer Family Foundation
Richard Theiss
Andie Thompson
Matt Tiffany
Susan Tillinghast
Kailey Tillman
Marna Tisdel
Suzanne Townsen
Kimberly Travis
Alex Troudt
Kimberly Turner
Tim & Jonelle Turney
Umpqua Bank

Union Pacific Railroad
Ruth Vaccaro
Toren Vaid
Aaron van Houte
Jennifer Van Zeipel
Scott Vanderpool
Vanguard Charitable
Aaron & Stephanie VanRheen
Brenda VanRheen
Sara Votava
Erin Waggoner
Bree Wakefield
Kade Wakefield
Kathy Walker
Nathan Walker
Avenida Ward
Kevin Ward
Carol Waterman
Vickie Watkins
James Watson
Brett Wejrowski
Michaela Wessler
Caroline Westley
David Wheeler
Francesca Wheeler
Chris Whelan
Ronald White
Tyler White
Dylan Wilder-Tack
Elle Wilder-Tack
Alison Williams
Daniel Williams
Kenneth Williams
Corey Williamson
Frank Wilson
Ian Wilson
Keith Wilson
Mike Wilson
Rosalie Wilson
Sarah Wilson
Valerie Wilson
Kaitlyn Winn
Lynn Wittwer
Brianna Wolf
Leon Wolf
Ray Wolf
Wolfgang
Danita Worth
Candice Wotal
Breanna Wray
Xiao Xiong
Elaine Yau
Sermin Yesilada
Cliff & Virginia Zauner
Robert and Wanda Zimmer
Helping Hands Fund of Orange County
Community Foundation
“It’s an indescribable feeling to know that people have moved into housing and have a bed to sleep on because of my work with Do Good. To give somebody that sense of security and that sense of comfort and warmth is the greatest source of pride in my life.”
— Corey, Sr. Ops & Logistics Coordinator

“Volunteering at Do Good Multnomah is a pleasure and a privilege. Their staff are well organized, give clear direction, and always express appreciation for our work. The Do Good Resource Center clearly reflects the commitment and skills that staff bring to serving our unhoused neighbors in Portland.”
— Ruth, Do Good Volunteer

“Do good says YES to trauma-informed care, YES to stepping up and providing emergency shelter, and YES to helping houseless Veterans move into permanent housing. It’s amazing what can be done when good people say YES.”
— Joshua Hovanas, Board Member

“Do Good Multnomah serves unhoused Veterans in our community and our service to them is very much a service to us as well. We are literally invited into the homes and backyards of the residents. This is an honor to our platoon members and an example of the kind of relationships that are built at the “the speed of trust.” Each service project is a two-way engagement: we bring the physical labor, but they bring trust and welcome us to their community. That has tremendous value.”
— Melissa Steinman, The Mission Continues

OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS

• Ankur Dholakia | Veteran, U.S. Navy **
• Richard Mounts **
• Josh Hovanas | Commander, U.S. Air Force
• Greg Griffin | Veteran, U.S. Navy
• Dawna Havnar | Veteran, U.S. Navy **
• Damian Mecham | Veteran, U.S. Marine Corps
• Brianna Wolf | Veteran, U.S. Marine Corps
• Henry Liu
• Marie Ward
• Taya Zavala

**Denotes Board officer

GET INVOLVED!

To learn more about our programming, volunteer opportunities, and more, please get in touch.

Do Good Multnomah
7809 NE Everett St.
Portland, OR 97213

www.dogoodmultnomah.org | 503.436.5757 | info@dogoodmultnomah.org